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Quality
• The Metaphysics of Quality (MOQ) is a theory of reality

introduced in Robert Pirsig's philosophical novel, Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance

• "Quality," or "value," cannot be defined because it empirically
precedes any intellectual construction of it. Quality is the
"knife-edge" of experience, known to all.

• Quality is the fundamental force in the universe stimulating
everything from atoms to animals to evolve and incorporate
ever greater levels of Quality. According to the MOQ,
everything (including the mind, ideas, and matter) is a product
and a result of Quality.



Evolution Towards Quality
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Why?

• The Analysis and Reporting landscape within AZ had not
changed since the merger

• 3 Astra companies

• Zeneca – 2 main R&D sites

• 6 sites with their own processes and applications

• A&RT had a remit to harmonise:

• Process

• Data standards

• Technology and platform
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The HOW (Process - 1)

•Common processes

• Drive towards corporate level RAW data standards and
introduce SDTM as a data layer and a revised RDb
definition predicated on SDTM

• Create a governance organisation to control ALL data
standards

• Introduce standards for data transformations based on
RAW / SDTM / RDb data standards

• Extend the governance to include definition and control of
statistical and reporting outputs

• Eliminate re-work across sites



The HOW (Process - 2)

•Minimising activities on the critical path

• Upfront planning including early consensus on the content
of the Clinical Study Report or other key deliverables

• Start with the definition of all project level standards and
make them available to the study

• Create all data specifications as early as possible

•Working in Parallel

• Data capture

• Reporting database specification

• Reporting output specifications

• Draft clinical study report with tables, listings and graphs



High-Level A&RT Governance



Reporting Process Overview

1. Prepare
Metadata/Mapping

3. Load RAW Data

4. Develop/Copy
Rpt Programs 5. Validate

Programs

6. Production
Run

8. Publish
Output

7. Load Graphics

2. System
Generated
SDTM/RDB
Programs



The HOW (Technology)

• Following an intense period of technology evaluation against
requirements we defined a quest for the following holy grail:

• Metadata driven

• Hierarchical representation of all components with inheritance and
equivalence

• Single platform for reporting and analysis

• When reviewed in detail the A&RT application is both
sophisticated and complex but the kernel can be summarised
thus:

• “…a basic UNIX SAS environment with a sophisticated GUI web
based front end and a standard structure for environment and libraries
with global accessibility and an Oracle database for metadata storage”



Metadata

• We collect and maintain metadata for:

• Environment (DEV / VAL / PROD)

• Projects

• Studies

• Datasets

• Variables

• SAS programs / macros

• Outputs

• Users

• All stored in an Oracle database



Data Model



The A&RT Web Interface (WI)



Some Basic Definitions
• Hierarchy

• an arrangement of items (objects, names, values, categories, etc.) in
which the items are represented as being "above," "below," or "at the
same level as" one another and with only one "neighbour" above and
below each level

• Equivalence

• assigning one object to another

• Specifying a different dataset name to allow use of a corporate
standard

• Inheritance

• a way to form new classes (instances of which are called objects)
using classes that have already been defined. Inheritance is intended
to help reuse existing code with little or no modification.

• “copying” metadata and maps from a higher level in the hierarchy



The A&RT Hierarchy



The A&RT Hierarchy



Equivalence (1)



Equivalence (2)



Inheritance
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Key Concepts (3)

•Common tools

• Implement common software for Analysis and Reporting
at all sites

• Create SAS® code fragments for defined data
transformations

• Develop and implement libraries of global, reusable
computer programs for production of statistical output

• Procure generic SAS reporting macros to create
standardized tables and listings.



A&RT Architecture

A&RT Web Interface

A&RT UNIX Interface

Application
Database
(Metadata)

Data/Programs/SAS

WebLogic

Servers: SWEDENUsers: SE/UK/US

UNIX

Oracle



A&RT: Deliverables

Hard Deliverables

Information

Globally accessible libraries

Metadata database

Tools and automated tasks

Soft Deliverables

Control

Streamlined maintenance

Visibility

Process change



A&RT Mapping Screen



Environments

Environment Purpose

Dev  SAS Program Creation and
Development

 Informal Analysis/Reporting

Val  Secure holding of SAS Programs during
validation

Prod  Validated SAS Program execution

 Formal Analysis/Reporting

Staging  Loading external files into A&RT



A&RT Project Level



Variable-Level Metadata

Metadata can be:
 Imported
 Inherited
 Edited



The A&RT Program Builder

• Written by AstraZeneca

• interrogates the metadata

• creates a number of SAS programs

• Allows creation of our reporting database

• Uses 3 key concepts

• Keywords

• SQL

• SAS macros

• Creates domain level and master programs



Macro Definition



Macro Parameter Entry Screen



Program Builder Created SAS programs



Data Tabulation within A&RT



Metadata and Outputs

• Use of metadata extends to the creation of SAS outputs

• We have bought a SAS reporting application and
embedded it into the A&RT architecture

• We do collect information about titles and footnotes

• We also create:

• logical groupings in preparation for generating PDFs

• sub-groups to allow further refinement of groupings

• suffixes to allow the same program to create multiple versions of
the output for different destinations or parameter driven outputs.



Output Definitions



A&RT Output Metadata



Reporting Touchpoints



A&RT

The System

Components

Packages

A&RT Web Interface

A&RT UNIX Interface

A&RT-GEL

CR Toolkit NEdit Samba

Program BuilderApplications

SAS 9.1UNIX OraclePlatform

A&RT

Security

MetadataData Loading Mapping

Standard Folders

SAS Programs/Macros ResultsJobs

Technology Overview



Challenges…

• …In creating a truly global reporting application:

• Standard processes

• Robust data standards

• Innovotative technology

• …in making it work!



Visions for the future
• Process

• lifecycle management team

• Global team for mapping and output templates

• Global support team

• ADaM Implementation

• Technology

• SAS 9.2 / 9.3?

• SAS Enterprise Guide?

• Exploitation of metadata for define.xml

• Impact analysis

• Metadata creation and import for output programs and maps



Conclusions

• Introduction of A&RT has required a shift in mindset

• Programmers will start to work in a new way

• Data standards and metadata are key

• Inheritance and equivalence are pivotal for re-usability

We need to give our programmers some direction...



Direction



High-Level A&RT Governance



Questions


